




 

 

EMERGENCY SUPPLY CHAIN 

Disaster response depends on Supply Chains! Disasters are the embodiment 

of randomness! Every other supply chain is based on predictability! 

Coordination between government agencies and professional supply chain 

corporations is about harnessing the skill, infrastructure, resources and 

networks in preparation for when disaster strikes. 

Supply chain management is frequently used when goods have to be procured, managed, 

and moved to those who need them. In times of disaster this process is fraught with 

uncertainty and time and resource constraints. We often don’t know when a disaster will 

occur, the extent of the damage, what resources — roads, hospitals, equipment, and 

personnel — are required immediately following the event, or how long it will take for 

resources to arrive. 

Disaster response and recovery operations involve organisational, social, and environmental 

dimensions that can impact the decision-making process. “Analytic techniques can’t be 

applied in a vacuum — there are more than technical issues at play when you are trying to 

improve the ability of an organisation to help mitigate against or recover from a disaster.     

Ref: Dave Owens (draft) report on Dungog Flood 21 April 2015 NSW. 

The best technological solution may be constrained by other factors that may include 

bureaucratic roadblocks to delivering supplies and cultural differences in communication 

approach. Finding the optimal route for delivering supplies, i.e. one that avoids all the 

flooding and debris in the roads, doesn’t do any good if the official in charge of a roadblock 

hasn’t been told that you have permission to be there, or if no trucks are available because 

they have been requisitioned for other purposes. Ref: Comparison of Disaster Logistics Planning and Execution for 2005 

Hurricane Season, Final Report 2007, Iowa State University & Midwest Transportation Consortium. 

In many disaster supply chains, volunteers are the primary labor source. Because their needs 

and motivations are generally different from those of paid employees, it is essential for 

volunteers’ preferences to be carefully taken into account in order to better retain their labor 

for future use. Doing a good job in scheduling and retaining volunteers can help one do a 

better job of managing the overall supply chain. Ref: Hurricane Katrina New Orleans USA. 

 

 

 

 

The goal of supply chain management is to get the right product, service, or information to the right 

customer at the right price at the right time. A disaster supply chain is not static, but rather may 

change over the timeline of an emergency.  



Unique characteristics of disaster supply chains include: uncertainty; limited infrastructure in the 

disaster-affected area, decentralised control, limited capacity, limited information, dynamic-nature 

of the environment; and difference of inventory management models.  

Overall, the efficacy and performance of emergency management (measured in terms of saving of 

lives and property, effective containment of disaster, prevention of cascades and crisis escalation, 

and speed of recovery) depend not only on how well each individual component performs but, more 

importantly, on the performance of the overall integrated system, compromising incident 

management, resource management, and supply chain management component systems. 

In order to realise such an integrated system, there is a need for an infrastructure that supports 

integration of processes across the component systems and enables decision makers at various 

levels to deal with complex decisions that cut across the component systems and consider their 

interdependencies.  

The NSW SES logistics and resource management functions of Disaster Management (DM) have 

been largely reactive, with little to no pre-emptive planning for potential demand. Our challenge is 

to transform the Disaster Logistics model to an integrated and scalable system of physical, 

information, and financial flows into which are woven the functions of sourcing, making, delivering, 

and returning, with an overarching planning function that transcends the organisational boundaries 

of participants.   

Many of the concepts associated with commercial supply chains are directly applicable to disaster 

response chains and could be applied, whilst at the same time acknowledging some of the 

challenges specific to disaster logistics are: 

• Zero lead time that dramatically affects inventory availability, procurement and distribution. 

• High stakes (often life and death) that requires speed and efficiency. 

• Unreliable, incomplete, or non-existent supply and transportation infrastructure. 

• Many relief operations are naturally ad hoc, without effective monitoring and control. 

• Variable levels of technology is available depending on the disaster area. 

Demand pattern for commercial supply chains is comparatively stable and predictable with demand 

seen from warehouses coming from established locations in relatively regular intervals. However, 

the demands in disaster relief chains are emergency items, equipment, and personnel. More 

importantly, those demands occur in irregular amounts and at irregular intervals and occur 

suddenly, such that the locations are often completely unknown until the demand occurs. 

The efficiency of supply deliveries, the modelling and optimisation techniques established in 

commercial supply chain management seem to be the most relevant approach, particularly when 

you consider the quickest emergency assistance to the victims of Hurricane Katrina did not come 

from the American Red Cross or the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), it came from 

Wal-Mart. Millions of affected or displaced people waited for days as agencies struggled to provide 

assistance. Wal-Mart moved faster than traditional emergency aid groups mainly because the retail 

giant had mastered the fundamentals of logistics and supply chain management. 

Lessons Learned from many significant disaster events (including Hurricane Katrina, USA) provided 

visibility of the gaping omissions in disaster preparation, particularly in relation to logistics. There 

were many problems and logistical speed-humps as the Emergency Response Agencies tried to 



physically move such large amounts of material goods into disaster torn areas. Some of these 

problems included the inefficient movement of supplies and the waiting time that many victims 

faced, while in desperate need. 

The purpose of this proposed Supply Chain reform is to focus on the capability and know-how of the 

commercial supply chain to build a resilient, reliable and multifaceted logistics response to medium/ 

large scale storm/flood events for the NSW SES, anywhere in the state of New South Wales.  

A model warehouse footprint could consists of several distribution centres in New South Wales with 

backup interstate locations in Adelaide, Brisbane and Melbourne. The vast majority of the 

population (along the eastern seaboard) is serviced by a comprehensive network of warehouses 

guaranteeing 1 day delivery. The remainder of NSW is 2-4 day delivery time during normal BAU. 

The proposed model will lead to the selection of a minimum number of emergency resource 

locations that provide logistics managers with quick access to critical resources while minimising the 

total costs spent by the supply chain preparing for future crises. 

Emergency SLA’s are anticipated which would significantly expedite the emergency disaster supply 

chain to anywhere in the state, inclusive of a fleet of vehicles dedicated to transportation to location 

or staging areas. All locations would hold agreed levels of inventory consisting of high 

use/consumption items required in flood and storm events. 

Upon analysing the logistics failures in Hurricane Katrina, a myriad of recommendations were given. 

One such recommendation was the involvement of private contractors. Following the Hurricane 

Katrina disaster, the US Federal government experienced scores of logistical problems in providing 

supplies and relief for victims. However, private companies were getting food and necessary supplies 

to the affected areas days before FEMA trucks. 

Privatising disaster logistics could revolutionise the response process. Companies have fine-tuned 

logistical models that they use on a daily basis to optimise their operations. Putting those models to 

work in disaster situations could cut days off the response time. 

In addition to consideration being given to reforming the NSW SES Emergency supply-chain during 

operational activity, I propose that the NSW SES embrace commercial supply chain infrastructure for 

distribution of Uniform and PPC alongside an established e-procurement model delivering items 

directly to individual Units across the state. 

A network of ‘drop-boxes’ attached to Units could be used to make secure deliveries across the 

state, limited only by the size of the parcel. The supply chain capability could be underpinned by a 

state-wide distribution agreement with XXXX, inclusive of every shop and service station in remote 

locations. 

 

 

 

 

 

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT 



The innovation proposed in this discussion and demands of Disaster Logistics dictates the scale of 

capability and capacity required from the supplier (Specialist Logistics Provider). The NSW 

Procurement Board’s Industry Engagement Guide (31/03/2015) identifies, Industry engagement is 

the core enabler of Government becoming, and gaining benefit from being, an ‘informed buyer’! 

The NSW Procurement Board’s Strategic Direction Statement notes the critical nature of Industry 

Engagement and nominates it as one of the six broad areas for reform and action. 

Management of relationships with potential suppliers, which is at the heart of industry engagement, 

is a core part of the procurement cycle. The following diagram highlights the position of industry 

engagement within the procurement cycle. Industry engagement influences the eventual 

procurement of goods and services (procurement process management). In turn, the experiences of 

the agency with managing goods and services procurements and contracts (transaction 

management) influences current and future industry engagement. 

 

 

 
The Strategic Directions Statement considered the following issues raised in submissions to the NSW 

Government by industry: 

•  Provides opportunities for suppliers and industry to engage with government and suggest 

new ideas, innovation and improved outcomes. 

• Deliver’s benefits in preparing and releasing agency level forward procurement plans so that 

innovative solutions can be developed to address medium to long term needs. 

• Greater involvement of end users and potential suppliers throughout the procurement and 

project design phase increases certainty and opportunity for better quality and price. 

• The interpretation of what constitutes probity is not always consistent, and this has the 

effect of making innovation much more difficult to promote. 
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natural disasters in the late 1990s ranged from over $600 million to $7 billion per event
(Helferich and Cook, 2002), and these figures do not include the costs to companies
affected by the disasters. And while the post September 11th era has justifiably led to
increased attention on securing the supply chain, events that can significantly disrupt
the continuity of supply chains will never be completely eliminated.

The most important lesson from the past few years of terrorist attacks, dock strikes,
regional blackouts, and natural disasters may be that firms finally realize the need to
develop effective emergency response strategies within their supply chains to react and
recover from inevitable supply chain disruptions. In the past, firm performance on
disaster preparedness was poor, as noted by Helferich and Cook (2002, p. 2):

The typical large US corporation has given disaster preparedness a low priority because of
competing business issues, the lack of recognition of the true level of disaster vulnerability,
and an assumption that the service and government sectors are responsible for disaster
response. The threat of more terrorist attacks, increasing global unrest, and higher
occurrence of major natural disasters creates a powerful motivation for management to
explore the processes to secure the performance of the commercial supply chain.

As firms begin to pay more attention to supply chain security and the development of
comprehensive disaster management processes, little help can be found in the
logistics and supply chain management literature. Instead, logistics managers must
rely upon existing planning models in the disaster management literature and
emergency preparedness advice offered by federal and state government agencies,
adapting the information to fit supply chain settings (Helferich and Cook, 2002). And
while much of the recent attention in the business and trade press has been spent on
securing the supply chain against future terrorist attacks or other internal security
threats, it is also critical that firms become more proactive in their disaster planning
and work at developing the coping and recovery skills that will be required to
maintain supply chain continuity during future, inevitable times of crisis (Helferich
and Cook, 2002).

For example, one important recommendation made by the Federal Emergency
Management Association (FEMA) in their Emergency Management Guide for Business
and Industry is that firms should store critical documents, emergency supplies and
equipment, satellite phones, medical equipment, water, clean-up supplies, portable
lights, inventory and equipment records, and generators, in a safe and secure location
(Helferich and Cook, 2002). However, storing a set of these items at every distribution
center, manufacturing facility, transportation hub, and office within in the supply
chain can be cost prohibitive. In addition, gaining access to these items during an
emergency may be prevented in some instances because of the nature of some external
events (e.g. fires, explosions, hurricanes) that could destroy the emergency supplies
stored at the facilities directly affected by the disaster.

Given these cost and risk constraints, the goal of this paper is to provide a site
selection model for emergency resources that can be utilized by logistics managers and
supply chain continuity teams to determine the appropriate number and locations of
storage areas for critical emergency equipment and supplies. The importance of
balancing cost efficiency with operational effectiveness in emergency planning and
response has been demonstrated in previous research. Charles (1995) argued that
projecting costs for disaster planning and response scenarios and working to make
these costs more efficient was a critical aspect of effective disaster planning to ensure
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that available resources matched the requirements of the disaster plan. An application
of this philosophy is sought in the model proposed in this research. The proposed
model for secure site locations will enable firms to provide each facility in their supply
chain with quick access to the emergency materials and equipment needed for effective
disaster response, while minimizing the total cost for the supply chain.

This paper will begin with a review of recent research in the disaster management
academic literature and at disaster research centers. After a review of the scant
academic research in the logistics literature on securing the supply chain and disaster
management planning, a model will be proposed for secure site location of critical
documents, equipment, and materials recommended by FEMA for effective disaster
preparation by businesses. In addition, the viability of the proposed secure site
selection process will be demonstrated using a hypothetical example.

Background
Review of disaster planning literature
As expected, most of the academic research on disaster management and emergency
preparedness can be found outside the logistics and supply chain arena. Much of the
research in the disaster management field is targeted to public servants, government
agencies, and insurance firms charged with responding in times of crisis and has
traditionally focused on crises such as hurricanes, earthquakes, flooding, and fires (e.g.
Iakovou and Douligeris, 2001; Witt, 1997; Warwick, 1995; McHugh, 1995). However, the
models and guidelines in this research field can easily, and appropriately, be applied to
disaster management planning by firms within supply chains that have been
awakened by recent world events and confronted with new government regulations on
supply chain security (Helferich and Cook, 2002).

One recent study used a comprehensive literature review to evaluate the sociological
aspects of the disaster literature. Drabek and McEntire (2003) conducted a literature
review to evaluate the impact of emergent phenomena in disasters and the coordination
of multiple organizations responding to crises. They concluded that much of the theory
posited by pioneers of disaster research have been supported by research in the past 15
years. In addition, research has found that humans behave in a compassionate manner
during disasters without much panic or anti-social behavior immediately after the
crisis (e.g. Fischer 2002). The authors also reinforce the importance of examining
human behavior during disasters and the need to conduct more sociological research in
this area because human behaviors are critical to any successful response to future
disasters (Drabek and McEntire, 2003).

Several studies in the disaster literature offer models, guidelines, and planning
procedures for the development of effective disaster plans. A representative, but not
complete, review of relevant research in this area for logistics managers includes a
study by Joseph and Couturier (1993) where seven management activities are proposed
as necessary to support effective disaster planning. These activities included
arranging in advance with outside organizations necessary agreements and
developing contingency plans for each part of the disaster process. In a survey of
local and city governments, Kartez and Lindell (1987) found a positive relationship
between the amount of disaster preparedness meetings by city officials and the
adoption of sound disaster practices. Fischer (2000) provided a thorough review of
mitigation and response planning for bio-terrorism. Dalhammer and D’Souza (1997)
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identified the keystones of disaster preparedness for businesses. And finally, several
recent efforts have looked at the interactions between disasters and disaster response
groups (e.g. Harrald et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2000).

One research stream in the disaster literature focuses on improvements to disaster
training, preparation, and planning. For example, Paton (2003) recently recommended
the inclusion of stress risk management in the training of managers to improve the
effectiveness of performance during all phases of disasters. Because actual
opportunities for managers to acquire disaster training experience from real events
are rare, Paton and Jackson (2002) recommend the use of assessment centers that
simulate disaster scenarios so that emergency response personnel and managers
develop the critical decision-making and team skills needed to perform effectively
during disasters. Finally, in response to the growth of new emergency response and
disaster training programs, Alexander (2003) recently proposed the development of
standards for disaster training so that minimum standards of quality are achieved.

Disaster research centers and logistics trade organizations
Since September 11th, university research centers and logistics trade organizations
have responded with workshops and conferences on supply chain security and natural
disaster mitigation, preparedness, and the associated response and recovery
mechanisms. Until recently, the intended target audience for much of this research
has been local and state governments and those agencies called into action at times of
crisis (Helferich and Cook, 2002). However, there has been an understandable increase
in the attention paid to disaster management by logistics managers based on lessons
learned from the September 11th attacks and regional power outages in 2003.

After studying the aftermath at ground zero for several months, Tricia Wachtendorf
of the Disaster Research Center (DRC) at the University of Delaware re-stated the
importance of planning, adaptability, and improvisation in disaster management,
especially for first responders (Wachtendorf 2002). Even before the recent terrorist
attacks, Michael Lindell of the Hazard Reduction and Recovery Center (HRRC) at
Texas A&M University cited an increased need for “hazard mitigation, emergency
preparedness, and disaster recovery” (Lindell, 1999). The Center for Supply Chain
Research at Penn State University sponsored a supply chain contingency workshop in
December 2001. The workshop focused on emergency management and how various
companies (including UPS, Boeing, Toyota, USPS, General Motors, Ford, and Oracle)
dealt with the aftermath of September 11th. The workshop emphasized how these
same companies have now reengineered their supply chains because of the increased
need for emergency management planning. The Columbia-Wharton/Penn Roundtable
on “Risk Management Strategies in an Uncertain World” took place in April 2002. The
roundtable brought together white papers (participant notes) on the management of
extreme events. The Council of Logistics Management (CLM) recently commissioned a
study on securing the supply chain (Helferich and Cook, 2002) and has co-sponsored
seminars on supply chain security and the need for better emergency response
planning. The common theme from all of these efforts is that planning for extreme
events and natural disasters is not only good practice but an absolute necessity.
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Research on supply chain security and disaster planning in logistics
Research on disaster planning within the logistics and supply chain literature is scarce.
One study by Richardson (1994) discussed the need for carriers to develop redundancy
in their information, telecommunications, and energy systems as part of a strong
contingency plan for unplanned disasters. A review of four top journals (Journal of
Business Logistics, International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics
Management, International Journal of Logistics Management, and Supply Chain
Management Review) in logistics and supply chain management since 2001 resulted in
few academic articles on disaster planning within supply chains. Lee and Wolfe (2003)
have proposed using the lessons from the total quality movement to improve supply
chain security. In fact, the authors argue that supply chain security can be improved
using total quality management principles while simultaneously improving the
productivity of the supply chain. In 2002, Sheffi discussed the impact of recent terrorist
attacks on managing supply chains. Sheffi suggested that improved relationships
between public and private interests will be critical in improving the future security of
supply chains. He also proposed that firms will have to create more redundancies in
their systems and rethink their inventory management strategies to be better prepared
for future attacks.

With the support of the Council of Logistics Management, Helferich and Cook (2002)
completed perhaps the most comprehensive review of supply chain security in the
aftermath of September 11th. One valuable part of their management report is an
annotated bibliography of disaster planning and emergency response research and
articles from the previous 25-30 years. The vast majority of articles in this
comprehensive bibliography come from the business trade press, research in the
disaster planning and management literature, and guidelines developed by
government agencies such as FEMA. The resulting white paper and research report
provides managers with a thorough review of current research, offers a detailed
process for development of a disaster management plan for the supply chain, and
includes detailed information on resources, web pages, and government reports that
can be used by managers while implementing disaster management plans.

While there is value in this recent research, it is clear from the annotated
bibliography (Helferich and Cook, 2002) and a review of the top logistics journals in the
past few years that there is a need for more conceptual and empirical research on
disaster planning for logistics managers in the supply chain literature. In support of
this need for more research, this paper proposes a decision model that utilizes location
science to help logistics managers more efficiently develop a system of safe and secure
locations for the storage of critical equipment and supplies that are needed during
emergencies, as outlined by the disaster management literature and experts.

Model development and discussion
Proper location of emergency resources within the supply chain in anticipation of a
disaster or extreme event can provide tremendous paybacks during times of crisis. In
other words, part of being ready for a disaster is being in the right place to start with.
The problem of secure site location for disaster response equipment within the context
of a just-in-case supply chain addresses this very issue. It is advocated here that the
proper placement of disaster response equipment can have tremendous utility in terms
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of national security, natural hazards, readiness against domestic terrorism, situations
of uncertainty and risk, and the firm’s bottom line.

Emergency resources need to be located in a manner as to not be vulnerable to
attack. Yet, they need to be close to the areas to which they are assigned to serve.
Therein lies the dilemma of the proposed research: how best to locate n emergency
resources within the supply chain to best serve m areas without being vulnerable itself.
To this end, this proposal is aimed at applying an analytical perspective to the problem
of emergency resource location and allocation within the context of supply chain
disaster management planning.

As noted, in the aftermath of September 11th, the Council of Logistics Management
sponsored research on securing supply chains during times of crisis (Helferich and
Cook, 2002). A large part of their research examined and summarized existing disaster
management research and made recommendations to logistics managers about
processes for implementing disaster management programs. The traditional disaster
management process guidelines proposed by the FEMA Emergencey Management
Guide for Business and Industry typically revolved around three stages: planning,
response, and recovery. Helferich and Cook (2002) have used FEMA’s guide as the
foundation of their suggested disaster management process for supply chain managers
but have added mitigation and detection stages to provide a better fit for today’s
increasingly complex environment and supply chain systems. Mitigation is critical to
lessen the impact of disasters on supply chain continuity and the length of disruptions.
Detection has been added because many disasters or impending events can be complex
and hard to evaluate. Including a detection stage as an important part of the process
may increase the likelihood that a disaster is identified in a more timely manner
(Helferich and Cook, 2002). Thus, after adding two stages to the foundation provided
by FEMA, a five-stage disaster management process has been proposed by Helferich
and Cook (2002) for supply chain managers. The stages are outlined in Table I.

The decision model proposed in this study is a first stage planning activity
(anticipatory location of emergency resources within the supply chain) that directly
impacts upon the fourth and fifth stages, or the ability of firms to effectively respond to
and recover from critical events that threaten the continuity of supply chain operations.

Secure site location decision process
The secure site location decision process proposed in this research combines the
recommendations from disaster management agencies, service expectations within the
supply chain, and location science into one process. The resulting model will lead to the
selection of a minimum number of emergency resource locations that provide logistics
managers with quick access to critical resources while minimizing the total costs spent
by the supply chain preparing for future crises.

Step 1. Identify the emergency resources needed at each secure location
Helferich and Cook (2002) noted that critical documents, such as contact lists of key
managers, government agencies, and non-profit organizations, area maps, and other
essential checklists for managers, be stored in a safe and secure location. In addition,
FEMA’s Disaster Management Guide for Businesses outlines other critical items, such
as medical supplies, generators, water, and back-up communications, that should be
available during emergencies. These and other similar sources provide a starting point
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for firms in developing lists of emergency resources to compile at each secure location.
Of course, each firm should add items to their list depending on the unique needs of
their firm, supply chain, or industry.

Step 2. Identify all critical facilities within the supply chain
The second step in the process is to identify the locations within the supply chain that
will need access to emergency resources. Again, these decisions will vary by supply
chain because of differences in channel design, communications systems, sourcing
decisions, and inventory management strategies. It is important to recognize that this
is a supply chain analysis and not firm-specific (e.g. Helferich and Cook, 2002; Sheffi,
2002). The key to minimizing supply chain disruption is to consider all firms within the
supply chain. The development of a continuity team comprised of managers from all
the players within the supply chain could be an effective approach to improving
communication among trading partners and supporting identification of critical
facilities that need access to emergency resources (Moberg et al., 2003).

Step 3. Set maximum response time goals for access to emergency resources and
minimum distances secure site storage areas must be placed from supply chain facilities
Because the storage of emergency resources will be off-site and because each secure
location may service multiple facilities, a decision must be made about the maximum
time it should take any facility in the supply chain to gain access to emergency
resources. This constraint is important because it will be a primary factor in
determining how many emergency resource storage areas will be needed to cover the
whole supply chain. Managers must also decide the minimum distance each facility
will be from secure site locations. Managers must balance the desire to minimize costs
with the need to provide reasonably quick access to the critical materials stored at each
location. Again, gauging the service level expectations of all firms in the supply chain
via continuity teams can help determine an appropriate response time.

Step 4. Use the proposed decision model to identify the number and approximate location
of emergency resource storage facilities
After the decisions in the first three steps have been made, the decision model proposed
below can be used to locate appropriate sites for the storage of the emergency
resources. The decision model proposed to address this planning step is based upon the
well-known set cover location problem.

The set cover location problem is a prominent area of research within the location
science community and a mature body of research exists on set cover location models
(e.g. Toregas et al., 1971; Minieka, 1970; Moore and ReVelle, 1982; Lorena and Lopes,
1994; Capara et al., 2000). However, none of the available literature within the facility
location domain has broached the topic of secure site location for disaster management
planning.

In general, the use of a set cover location model would necessitate the use of some
existing but very complex solution methods for the associated set cover location
problem (e.g. Sule, 2001; Daskin, 1995; or Handler and Mirchandani, 1979). However, in
addition to the usual maximum distance constraints found in the generalized set cover
location problem (which are derived from the analysis in step three above), managers
must also decide upon a minimum distance each secure location must be from each
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supply chain facility. These constraints force solutions away (i.e. a minimum distance
away) from the existing facilities within the solution space. This in turn makes the
solution space much smaller and far more manageable. Furthermore, it is believed that
these minimum distance constraints will yield a singular structure to the underlying
network that will allow feasible and robust solutions to be found quite readily to this
very hard problem (the generalized network set cover location problem is known to be
NP-complete – (e.g. Megiddo and Supowit, 1984).

The proposed set cover location model is:

Min
j

P
Xj

Subject to

;j

P

;i

P
d Xj;mi

� �
$ min distance

;j

P

;i

P
d Xj;mi

� �
# max distance

j

P
aijXj $ 1

Xj 0; 1;j

where, Xj is 1 if we locate emergency resources at candidate site j and 0 otherwise, mi

specifies the supply chain facilities to be covered, aij is 1 if candidate site j can cover the
demand at supply chain facility i, and d(Xj, mi) represents the distance between secure
site supply chain storage facility j and supply chain facility i. The third set of
constraints in this formulation ensures that supply chain is completely covered. As
noted, the oddities in this formulation of the problem are the minimum distance
constraints. These constraints essentially manifest circular-shaped regions in which
emergency resources should not be stored.

The four-step secure site decision process detailed above has been put forth to help
logistics mangers make informed decisions on a crucial disaster planning topic. The set
cover location model presented in step four, which incorporates the response time
maximums and distance minimums for safety determined in step three, will provide
logistics managers with the minimum number of secure site locations needed to meet
the constraints specified by management. The model will also provide managers with
areas or regions where they can locate the secure site facilities and satisfy the
constraints. The result is a truly interdisciplinary solution procedure to a complex
problem. An example scenario is now detailed that shows the four step process and
how it can help supply chain managers make informed decisions as to the location of
secure off site facilities.

Example: four-step secure site decision process
Consider the following seven-city example in the northeast corridor: Albany, Boston,
Burlington, Concord, Hartford, New York, and Portland (Figure 1). For this example, it
is assumed that a critical supply chain facility is located in each of these seven cities
(step two). It is also assumed that the logistics managers for this supply chain have
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already completed step one of the process and have identified all of the critical
materials, supplies, and equipment needed for each emergency storage location.

In step 3 of the process, logistics managers must set minimum and maximum
distance constraints to ensure the safety of materials but also provide reasonable
response times during disasters. In this example, the managers have determined that
the secure site locations must be at least 50 miles away from every critical supply chain
facility, but that there must be at least one storage site no more than 100 miles away
from each supply chain facility. The circle around each city in Figure 2 depicts the
50-mile minimum distance constraint. No storage site can be placed within the area
covered by these circles.

The fourth step of the proposed secure site location process is to use the minimum
and maximum constraints and the proposed set cover model to determine the
minimum number of facilities that can be employed to meet the standards set by
management and to identify areas where the facilities can be located. In this seven city

Figure 1.
Supply chain network for
seven critical facility
example

Figure 2.
Minimum distance
constraints imposed upon
seven critical facility
example
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example, the minimum number of facilities needed is three. The three shaded areas
highlighted in Figure 3 represent the three locations for secure facilities that meet the
requirements of this example. Of course, the model only considers actual distances
from facilities and does not consider the locations of roads and highways or the
availability of appropriate storage facilities or locations to place emergency supplies
within the shaded areas. Instead, the three shaded areas provide managers with a
starting point for locations. Adjustments can be made to accommodate problems with
access to roads or industrial areas to store equipment. The three-site solution
demonstrated in this example saves the supply chain money by providing a solution
that requires only three secure site locations instead of seven while still providing
reasonably quick access to the equipment and materials needed in an emergency.

Conclusion
Events from the past two years have forced firms to rethink and restructure their
supply chain strategies in order to improve security and minimize the impact of future
external incidents. While revisiting single-sourcing decisions and changing inventory
management policies will likely help maintain continuity during future crises, experts
have clearly demonstrated, and logistics managers have candidly admitted, that firms
need to vastly improve their disaster management planning. The main contribution of
this paper has been to utilize location science, which has been primarily used by
logistics managers for the optimum location of warehouses or other facilities within
networks, to develop a basic process for location of secure storage areas for critical
emergency resources. While this process represents only one of many important
decisions in disaster management planning, it is hoped this model will do its share in
helping supply chains become better prepared for the next emergency.
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